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Abstract 
Dougherty, R., Critical points in an algebra of elementary embeddings, Annals of Pure and 
Applied Logic 65 (1993) 211-241. 
Given two elementary embeddings from the collection of sets of rank less than A to itself, one 
can combine them to obtain another such embedding in two ways: by composition, and by 
applying one to (initial segments of) the other. Hence, a single such nontrivial embedding j 
generates an algebra of embeddings via these two operations, which satisfies certain laws (for 
example, application distributes over both composition and application). Laver has shown, 
among other things, that this algebra is free on one generator with respect to these laws. 
The set of critical points of members of this algebra is the subject of this paper. This set 
contains the critical point K,, of j. as well as all of the other ordinals rcn in the critical sequence 
of j (defined by K,+, = j(rc,,)). But the set includes many other ordinals as well. The main result 
of this paper is that the number of critical points below K, (which has been shown to be finite 
by Laver and Steel) grows so quickly with n that it dominates any primitive recursive function. 
In fact, it grows faster than the Ackermann function, and even faster than a slow iterate of the 
Ackermann function. Further results show that, even just below K~, one can find so many 
critical points that the number is only expressible using fast-growing hierarchies of iterated 
functions (six levels of iteration beyond exponentials). 
1. Introduction 
Let V, be the collection of sets of rank less than A, where A is some fixed limit 
ordinal. The assumption that there is a nontrivial elementary embedding from V, 
to V, is an extremely strong large cardinal hypothesis [S]. But once one such 
embedding is known to exist, more of them can be obtained by applying 
embeddings to each other. If a and b are two such embeddings, then one cannot 
literally apply a to b since b $ VA, but one can apply a to initial segments of b, so 
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we define a(b) to be UaCna(b r V,). Then a(b) will also be an elementary 
embedding from VA to VA. Of course, one can also obtain new embeddings from 
old ones by composition. 
Let tij be the collection of embeddings generated by a single nontrivial 
embedding j : VA+ VA using the application operation. Elementarity implies that 
application is left distributive over itself: a(b(c)) = a(b)(a(c)). Laver [5] has 
shown that dj is a free algebra on the generator j with respect to the left 
distributive law. Dehornoy [2] has carried out an algebraic study of left 
distributivity; in particular, Dehornoy [l] proved a property (irreflexivity) of the 
free left distributive algebra on one generator which previously had only been 
known under the above large cardinal assumption [.5]. (A simplification of the 
proof of this particular result has since been given by Larue [4].) 
If one considers the larger algebra Yj generated by j using both application and 
composition, then one immediately gets the laws a 0 (b oc) = (a ob) 0 c and 
@rob)(c) = a(b(c)), and elementarity of a gives u(b oc) = u(b) au(c) and a 0 b = 
u(b)ou (the latter because u(b(x)) = u(b)(u(x))). Laver [5] shows that C3$ is free 
with respect to these four laws. 
Any embedding k E Pj maps ordinals to ordinals in a strictly increasing 
manner, so k(a) 2 a for all cx < A; the least (Y such that k(a) > (Y is called the 
critical point of k, and denoted by a-(k). This (Y is inaccessible, measurable, etc., 
and k(x) =x for x E V, [8]. Elementarity implies that k’(cr(k)) = cr(k’(k)) and 
k’(W)) = k’(k)(k’(P)); using these rules, we can obtain many ordinals below il 
as critical points of members of tij. To start with, let K,) = cr(j) and K,+, = j(&) 
for n E o; the ordinals K, form a strictly increasing sequence (called the critical 
sequence of j), and all of them are critical points of members of tij (if K, = cr(k), 
then K,+~ = cr(j(k))). Perhaps surprisingly, it turns out that other ordinals also 
occur as critical points. To see this, define the sequence of embeddings jcn, by 
j(,) = j and jCn+,) = j(,,,(j); then we easily compute cr(j& = j(Ko) = K~, j&~,) = 
j( j)( j(4))) = j( j(d) = 6, j&d = x3, d&J = j&f4 = Ko, j&d = 
j&j)(j&fd) =j&j(G)) = K~, and j&K2) = ~3, ~0 jc3)(K1) = C~(j&d) must 
he strictly between K~ and K~. 
Further computations yield a number of critical points between K-) and K~ (for 
example, the ordinals j(jc3)(KI)), j&jc&Ki)), and jC3)(jC3)(rc,)) turn out to be 
distinct). In fact, one cannot immediately rule out the possibility that there are 
infinitely many critical points below K~. This turns out not to be the case; results 
of Steel and Laver [6] show that the collection of critical points of members of pj 
has order type w. (To be precise, Laver showed that the ordinals c~(j(,)), 
n=l,2,... are the first w critical points of members of ~j, listed with 
duplications, and Steel showed that the ordinals c~(j(~,), II = 1, 2, . . . are cofinal 
in A.) 
The main result of this paper is that there are very many critical points other 
than the ordinals K,. 
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Theorem 1. If F(n) is the number of critical points of members of !2+ lying below 
K,,, then F grows faster than any primitive recursive function of n. 
This can be made more precise by considering the standard fast-growing 
hierarchy of functions. (There are slight variations in the ‘standard’ definition of 
this hierarchy. The version used here is based on a formula of Hermes and Peter, 
which makes the calculations in this paper simpler; using another version would 
not change results like Theorem 1, but it would affect the explicit formulas 
relating the numbers of critical points to the hierarchy. See Rose [7] for further 
details.) Let e,(k) =k + 1, and define F,,, by iterating Fn: F,+,(O) = F,(l), 
F,+,(k + 1) = F,(F,+,(k)). So F3(k) = 2k+” - 3, F4 is an iterated exponential, and 
so on. Then diagonalize to obtain &(k) = F,(k), and iterate F,, to get &,+,, etc. 
Standard results show that any primitive recursive function is eventually 
dominated by F, for some finite n, and therefore by e,, (which is a variant of the 
Ackermann function). 
An easy induction on terms in q shows that any element of pi can be written 
as a composition of one or more members of ~j. Since the critical point of a 
composition of embeddings is the minimum of the critical points of the individual 
embeddings, this shows that all critical points of members of ~j are actually 
critical points of members of SQI. (In fact, except in Section 3, all of the 
embeddings used in the constructions are actually in dj.) 
Section 2 of this paper is a proof that F(n) > &,,(n - 1) for all n 2 4; this suffices 
to prove the above theorem. In Section 3 this result is improved to: F(n) > 
t;lu+l(llog~ nl - 1) f or all n 2 3. These results are strong asymptotically, but do 
not say much about F(n) for specific small n. It turns out that F(3) = 4, but F(4) 
is quite large; Section 4 gives most of a proof that F(4) exceeds F,(F,(F,(254))), 
which is an incomprehensibly large number. Section 5 covers computation of 
critical point inequalities, which leads to some interesting problems; this section 
can be read independently of Sections 2-4, although one of its purposes is to 
provide a few inequalities needed to complete the proof in Section 4. 
It follows from the theorem above that the algebraic content of the Steel-Laver 
result on critical points (see Laver [6] and Dougherty and Jech [3]) cannot be 
proved by primitive recursive methods (i.e., cannot be proved in the standard 
theory of Primitive Recursive Arithmetic). This contrasts with the irreflexivity 
property of the free algebra, which, as Dehornoy shows, is provable by primitive 
recursive methods. 
2. The main construction 
We will now prove Theorem 1 through a sequence of lemmas. The lemmas 
will be self-contained, but the full construction given by them may be hard to 
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visualize; therefore, after the proof is complete, a picture of the whole 
construction and some additional explanatory comments will be given. 
Throughout the rest of the paper, ‘critical point’ will mean ‘critical point of a 
member of Pi’ (which, as shown in the preceding section, is the same as ‘critical 
point of a member of ~4~‘), and ‘embedding’ will mean ‘member of Pi.’ 
We start by computing the critical sequences of certain simple members of JY&?~. 
By definition, the critical sequence of j itself is (K,,: n E CD), or, in a more 
suggestive notation, 
Also, if the critical sequence of i is 
Po*Pl -p2*iU3++*. . , 
then the critical sequence of k(i) is 
44 +-+ k(PJ H k(PZ) I-+ k(k) H. * . 
Therefore, if we define the sequence of embeddings j’“’ by j”” = j and 
j’n+lI = j(jI”I), then j n ’ ’ has critical sequence 
K,HK,+~HKn+2HK,+~H.... 
By applying the embeddings j’“’ to each other, we can get embeddings with 
slightly more complicated critical sequences. For example, the embedding j”‘(j) 
has critical sequence 
K,,-K2-K3’+K4-. . . , 
and the embedding j13’( j13’( j”‘)) has critical sequence 
In general, given any finite specification 
with n(0) <n(l) < - . * <n(l), one can find a member of S$ whose critical 
sequence begins with the given specification: start with j, apply j n(0) times to 
move the critical point up to K,(~)), then apply j’n(0)+” n(1) - n(0) - 1 times to 
move the next member of the critical sequence up to K,,(,), then apply j’n(‘)+” 
n(2) - n(l) - 1 times, and so on. The examples below will only use some simple 
cases of this; for instance, if one wants an embedding k with critical sequence 
beginning K~HK~ - K,+, (n 33), then one can let k = (j1’J)“-‘(j121) (i.e., start 
with j”’ and apply j’3’ II - 3 times). 
A main fact to be used in the construction is that each embedding in q is a 
strictly order-preserving map from critical points to critical points; this will be 
used over and over again to produce more and more critical points, and we will 
similarly get more and more embeddings as well. To start with: 
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Lemma 2. Suppose that one has critical points < < ayg < aI < - * - < a;, and 
embeddings a, E Pi for i < n such that a, has critical sequence beginning c H a; H 
a;,, for each i. Then there are at least 2” critical points in the half-open interval 
Proof. Induct on n; for n = 0, the single critical point 5 will suffice. Given the 
result for n, if one has ai for i G n + 1 and a, for i -=L n + 1 as above, then the 
induction hypothesis gives at least 2” critical points in [c, an). The embedding a,, 
maps the interval [C, an) to the interval [cY~, a,+,), and maps distinct critical 
points in the former interval to distinct critical points in the latter. Therefore, 
there are at least 2” critical points in [an, a,,+,), giving a total of at least 2n+1 
critical points in [C, ~yn+,). This completes the induction. 0 
For example, if we let f = K(), ai = Ki+,, and ai = (i”‘)‘(i), then we get at least 
2” critical points below K,,+~ for any n. However, we can do much better than 
this. 
Lemma 3. Suppose that one has critical points 5 < c’ < f3(, < p, <. . . < /$, and 
embeddings bj E Pi for i <n such that bi has critical sequence beginning 
<’ ++ pj H f$+, for each i. Also suppose that there is an embedding z such that z has 
critical sequence beginning C H 5’ * PO. Then there exist critical points CY; (i s 2”) 
and embeddings ai (i < 2”) such that ai has critical sequence beginning 5 * IX; I-+ 
a;,, for each i, a0 = c’, and ay2,f = /3,,. 
Proof. Induct on n; for n = 0, just let a,, = z, a0 = c’, and CX, = PC,. Given the 
result for n, if one has pi for i G n + 1 and bj for i < n + 1 as above, then the 
induction hypothesis gives critical points CX; (i c 2”) and embeddings ai (i < 2”) as 
required, with CY,) = f’ and (Ye” = fin, Define LY~~+~ for 1 s i 6 2” by the equation 
aifl+; = b,,(a;); note that this equation also holds for i = 0, since b,(S;‘) = Pn. Also 
note that b,(c) = <, since f < 5’ = cr(b,). Hence, if we let a2”+; = b,(a;) for 
0 < i < 2”, then aznti has critical sequence beginning 5 - c++~ H (Y~,~+;+, for each 
such i. Finally, CX~,,.+I = bn(Pn) = &+], This completes the induction. 0 
Note that it follows from the fact that a, has critical sequence beginning 
5 --LY~Hcx~+, that ~<cY~<cu,+,. 
One could apply this lemma with 5; = K,), c' = K,, pi = K,+~, z =j, and 
bj = (j”‘)‘(j”‘) to get 2” embeddings as in Lemma 2 ending up with aT = K,,+~; 
hence, Lemma 2 would give 22m critical points below K,+~. In fact, for any m, if 
one started with embeddings bi (i c n) such that b, has critical sequence beginning 
K,‘-+K,+i+iHK,+~+ir then one could apply Lemma 3 m times and then apply 
Lemma 2 to get expy+‘(n) ( a t ower of exponentials consisting of m + 1 2’s with 
an n at the top) critical points below K,,+,+,_ Again, however, this is not as much 
as following results will give. 
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The next result uses a numerical function C,(n) defined recursively as follows: 
C,(O) = 0 and C,(n f 1) = C,(n) + 2cz(“). (So Cz is something like an iterated 
exponential.) 
Lemma 4. Suppose that one has critical points c < c’ < 6,) < 6, < . . . < 6, and 
embeddings di E Pi for i < n such that dj has critical sequence beginning 
[H 5’ H hi H a,+, for each i. Then there exist critical points pi (i s C,(n)) and 
embeddings 6, (i < C,(n)) such that bi has critical sequence beginning 1;’ ++ pi H 
Pi+, for each i, PO = 41, and Pc,~,J = 6,. 
Proof. Induct on n ; the case n = 0 is essentially vacuous (just let fi,) = I&,). Given 
the results for n, if one has 6i for i sn+landd,fori<n+lasabove,thenthe 
induction hypothesis gives critical points pi (i < C,(n)) and embeddings bi 
(i < C,(n)) as required, with &, = 4, and PCZcn) = 6,. We can now apply Lemma 
3, using z = do, to get critical points ai (i G m) and embeddings ai (i < m), where 
m = 2c2(“), such that ai has critical sequence beginning f * ai ++ cui+, for each i, 
an = Y, and am = pczcn, = 6,. Define Pczcn)+i for 16 i s m by the equation 
P Cz(n)+i = d,,(a;); note that this equation also holds for i = 0, since d,(c’) = 6,. 
Hence, if we let bc,(,)+i = d,(a;) for 0 s i < m, then bc,(,)+, has critical sequence 
beginning 5;’ ++ Pczcn,+i ++ Pc,cn,+i+l for each such i. Finally, pc,cn+i, = d,(6,) = 
6 n+1- This completes the induction. 0 
Lemma 5. Suppose that one has critical points c < c’ < f” < E(, < E, < * * . < E, and 
embeddings ei E Pj for i < n such that e, has critical sequence beginning 
5” I-+ E; - .?i+, for each i. Also suppose that there is an embedding z such that z 
has critical sequence beginning S; H 5“ H c” H eg. Then there exist critical points 6; 
(i < 2”) and embeddings di (i < 2”) such that di has critical sequence beginning 
I;“~‘H~iH~i+lforeachi, &=c”, and&=&,,. 
Proof. Just as in the proof of Lemma 3, let do= z and d,“+i = e,(d,) for 
OGi<2”. 0 
We need one more lemma of this sort, for which we need a family of 
numerical functions to be denoted C 2N+2(n) for N 2 1. These are again defined 
recurisvely, both on N and n, by the formulas C2N+2(0) = 0 and C2N+2(n + 1) = 
C,,+,(n) + C2N(2C2N++9. (So C,,,, is an augmented iteration of C2v.) 
Lemma 6. Let N 3 1, and suppose that one has critical points &, < 5, < . 1 * < 
c N+l <rlO~rll<“’ < q,, and embeddings hi E Pi for i <n such that hi has critical 
sequence beginning <n ++ cN+, ++ vi H vi+1 for each i. Also suppose that there exist 
embeddings z, (k < N) such that z, has critical sequence beginning ck H ck+, H 
f kf2 - 5k+3 for each k < N, where &+z = VII. Then there exist critical points Ei 
(i G C,,+,(n)) and embeddings ei (i < CZN+2 (n)) such that ei has critical sequence 
beginning fN+, I+ &i ++ ei+, for each i, E(, = rt,,, and Ed,,+, = q,,. 
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Proof. Proceed by induction on N; we will prove the result for N, assuming it is 
true for N’ <N. The induction step for N is similar to the proof of Lemma 4. 
Induct on n; the case n = 0 is essentially vacuous (just let cg = no). Given the 
result for IZ, if one has vi for i s IZ + 1 and hi for i <n + 1 as above, then the 
induction hypothesis gives critical points E; (i G C2N+2(n)) and embeddings ei 
(i < C,,+,(n)) as required, with cg = no and .sC2N+2(n) = nn. We can now apply 
Lemma 5, with < = &,_,, 5’ = &,,, 5;” = &+,, and z = zN_,, to get critical points 
6; (i G m) and embeddings di (i < m), where m = 2C2N+Z(“), such that di has critical 
sequence beginning I&,_, H & * 6; ++ a,+, for each i, a,, = &,,+1, and 6, = 
EC,,+,(,) = %Z. Finally, apply either Lemma 4 (if N = 1) or the induction 
hypothesis for N - 1 (if N > 1) to get critical points pi (i s C,,(m)) and 
embeddings bj (i -=z C,,(m)) such that bi has critical sequence beginning cN +-+ 
Pi-pi+, for each i, PO = 60 = &+i, and &,,cm, = 6, = rln. Define cctN+z(n)+i for 
1 s i =S &,(m) by the equation Q,+,(,)+, = h,,(&); note that this equation also 
holds for i = 0, since hn(&+i) = nn. Hence, if we let cCznr+z(n)+i= h,(bi) for 
0 s i < C&m), then eczN+z(n)+i has critical sequence beginning cN+, * 
cc2N+Z(n)+i H EC2N+z(n)+i+~ for each such i. Also, ~~~~~~~~~~~ = h,,(q,) = q,+,. This 
completes both inductions. Cl 
We are now ready to put everything together to get a lower bound on F(n), the 
number of critical points below K,. Let us define C,(n) to be 2” if k is zero or 
odd. In other words, the full definition of C,(n) is: 
If k is 0 or odd: C,(n) = 2”. 
If k = 2: C,(O) = 0, 
C/&z + 1) = C,(n) + 25Q9. 
If k is even and >2: C,(O) = 0, 
C/&r + 1) = C,(n) + ck_2(2c*(“9. 
Proposition 7. Let N 2 0, and suppose that one has critical points &, < c, < * * * < 
c N+I<rlo<rl<--- < q, and embeddings hi E Pi for i < n such that hi has critical 
sequence beginning t;,., ++ l&+, H T/i * vi+ 1 for each i. Also suppose that there exist 
embeddings zk (k < N) such that zk has critical sequence beginning 5;, I+ &+, H 
k+2 - ckk+3 for each k < N, where 5~~2 = ro. 
!elow qn is at least C,,(C,(. . -(C,,+,(n))- . -)). 
Then the number of critical points 
Proof. Induct on N. For N = 0, the case n = 0 is trivial: C,,(C,(C,(n))) = 2 
and &, < c, < no. If N = 0 and n > 0, apply Lemma 4 to get embeddings bi and 
critical points /3; so that bi has critical sequence beginning f, H pi H pi+, and 
PO = no, PC,@, = r]rI; then apply Lemma 3 (with z = ho) to get embeddings ai 
and critical points ai so that a, has critical sequence beginning &t-+ cui H a,, 1 and 
Q,,(~,(~)) = nn; then apply Lemma 2 to get C,,(C,(C,)) critical points below nn. 
For the induction step N > 0, given vi and hi as above, Lemma 6 to get 
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embeddings ei and critical points .si so that ej has critical sequence beginning 
5 ,v+i ++ si * &;+I and so= %I, G+,+~(~) = qn; then apply Lemma 5 (with z = z,+i) to 
get embeddings di and critical points 6; so that di has critical sequence beginning 
&V-I ++ CN H & H ai+ I and 60 = Lv+ 1, &,,+,~c,,+,~~~~ = rl,,; finally, apply the induc- 
tion hypothesis for N - 1 to get C,(C,(. . .(Czhr+z(n)). . a)) critical points below 
rl ?I. IJ 
Now define the function g as follows: if m G 2, let g(m) = m ; if m 2 3, let 
g(m) = G(Ci(. . ~(G,-4(1))~ . *)). 
Corollary 8. Suppose one has critical points &, < <, < . . . < cm and embeddings zk 
(0 =Z k < m - 3) such that z, has critical sequence beginning fk H &+, +-+ ck+2 H 
c k+3. Then the number of critical points below &,, is at least g(m). 
Proof. For m <3, this is trivial. For m 2 3, apply Proposition 7 with N = m - 3, 
n=l, ~o=5;n--l, ~~=k,andh,,=~,-~ 0 
Clearly we can apply Corollary 8 with ck = Kk and zk = jtkJ to get F(m) Zg(m) 
for all m. To complete the proof of Theorem 1, it will suffice to show that 
g(m) 2 F,(m - 1) for m 3 5. (In fact, this is true for m = 4 as well: direct 
computation shows that g(4) = 256 and F,(3) = 61.) 
It is easy to prove by induction on N that C&n) is a strictly increasing function 
of n for each fixed N, and hence C&n) 2 n. Of course, the same statements 
trivially hold for C,,+ i . 
We can now prove by double induction on N and n that C&n + 4) > 
&+3(n) + 3 for all N > 0 and n. For N = 1 and n = 0, compute directly that 
C,(4) = 2059 > 16 = F,(O) + 3. If N = 1 and n > 0, then we have 
C2(n + 4) = Cz(n + 3) + 2cz(“+3) 
> 2c2(n+3) > pdn--1)+3 = F,(~) + 3. 
For N>l andn=O, we have 
C,,(4) = C,,(3) + C2N_2(2C2q > C2N--2(23) > G--2(5) 
> F,+,( 1) + 3 = F,+,(O) + 3. 
Finally, if N > 1 and n > 0, then 
C.&n + 4) = CzN(n + 3) + C2N_2.(2CZN(n+3)) 
> C2N--2(C2N(n + 3) + 1) 
> GN-2(h+3(n - 1) + 4) 
> &+2(G+3(n - I)) + 3 = &+3(n) + 3. 
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Next, one can show by easy inductions on N that C,,(l) = 1 and C,,(2) = 
N + 2 for all N B 1. We are now ready to prove the desired bound on g(m) for 
m 25: 
g(m) = G(C,(* . .(G,-,(l))* * *) 
>C *,-*(C,,-,(C,,-f?(C*r?-S(GH(l))))) 
= c2,_x(2”-1) 
> C2m_,(m + 3) > F,,-,(m - 1) = F,(m - 1). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
The following remarks may help to clarify what is going on in the proof of 
Theorem 1. (Or they may make it more confusing. Read on at your own risk.) 
First, let us observe a property which is not hard to see from the proofs of 
Lemmas 3-6 but which does not come out in the statements of these lemmas. 
Lemma 3 states that, given a sequence of embeddings bj (i <n) such that b, has 
critical sequence beginning <’ H/&H/$+~ (and an additional embedding z), one 
can obtain embeddings ai (i (2”) such that ai has critical sequence beginning 
f H(Y~HLY,+,, where G+~ = &. Now, if one can obtain some additional embed- 
dings b,, b,,, , . , . to extend the given sequence of b;‘s, then one gets a longer 
sequence of embeddings a;, and it is clear from the proof of Lemma 3 that this 
longer sequence will extend the sequence of 2” ai’s obtained from bo, . . . , b,_,. 
Applying this repeatedly, we see that, if 2”’ embeddings ai are obtained from m 
embeddings b;, then we will actually have a;_~ = pi for all i <m, not just for 
i = m. Also, if we somehow obtained an infinite sequence of embeddings b;, then 
we would get an infinite sequence of embeddings a; and we would have c+ = pi 
for all i. Similar statements hold for the situations in Lemmas 4-6. 
Let us now introduce a more uniform notation. Instead of referring to 
embeddings aj, bi and critical points 5, <‘, ai, p, in Lemma 3, one can instead 
state the result as follows: given embeddings a!‘) (i < n) such that a!‘) has critical 
sequence beginning <, * ai’) H cuj:),, and given that z. has critical sequence 
beginning co I+ c, I-+ a{?‘, one can produce embeddings ai’) for i <2” such that 
a!‘) has critical sequence beginning f, I+ a!‘)++ cui:‘r, where a$;) = c, and LY$?) = 
(ui*’ (in fact, by the preceding paragraph, a$’ = (~j2) for all i s n). Similarly, one 
can write Lemma 4 so that it produces embeddings a$‘) and critical points c@) 
from given embeddings aj”) and critical points a131 (writing the two fixed ordinals 
as i&, <I instead of 5, <‘). Lemma 5 can be stated so that one uses ~j*“‘+~) and 
ly!2NC2) to produce ai(2N+1) and t~(~~+‘), given fixed ordinals &_, , i&, &+, and an I 
initial embedding zN-r_ (One needs a variable superscript because Lemma 5 is 
applied many times, once for each inductive step in the proofs of Lemma 6 and 
Proposition 7.) Finally, Lemma 6 produces embeddings Ajax+‘) and critical points 
ffj2Nf2) from given embeddings a$2N+3) and critical points (yj2Nc3). 
The reason for making these notational changes is so that one can think of 
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Lemmas 3-6 as producing individual columns in a large two-dimensional array of 
embeddings, as shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, each embedding is represented by 
giving the relevant part of its critical sequence. The boxed embeddings at the top 
of certain columns are the embeddings zN which have to be given in advance; z, 
appears at the top of column 2N + 3, and z,, also appears at the top of column 1. 
The unboxed embeddings in column N are obtained by applying the embeddings 
in column N + 1 to embeddings that have already been constructed; the lines 
drawn in the diagram connect each embedding in column N + 1 to the 
embeddings it is used to produce in column N. 
One can now state Lemmas 3-6 in a unified form, as follows: If one is given 
Fig. 1. The embeddings ajN) for 1 G N s 6, 0 c i s 7. 
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the first II embeddings in column N + 1, as well as all of the boxed embeddings in 
preceding columns, then one can produce CN(n) embeddings in column N, 
ending up at the same critical point. Proposition 7 just combines these 
column-by-column results: given II embeddings in column 2N + 3, one can 
produce C2N+z(n) embeddings in column 2N + 2, C,,, ,(C,,+,(n)) embeddings in 
column 2N + 1, and so on, leading to C,(C,(. . .(C,,+,(n)). . +)) embeddings in 
column 1 and hence, by Lemma 2, C,,(C,(* . *(C,,+,(n))* . *)) critical points. 
The process of constructing new embeddings ajN) from old ones depends 
somewhat on the column number N. If N is odd, then the process is relatively 
simple and self-contained: given the first 2” embeddings in column N, just apply 
acN+l) to them to get the next 2” embeddings. For N = 2, there is a little more 
w”ork: given C,(n) embeddings in column 2, one must first run through the 
iteration for column 1 to produce 2C~@‘) embeddings there, and then apply u?) to 
the embeddings in column 1 to get 2Cz(n) new embeddings in column 2. Finally, 
for column 2N where N > 1, one has to take two steps backward: given C,,(n) 
embeddings in column 2N, one must produce the corresponding 2C2N(“) embed- 
dings in column 2N - 1 and C2N--2(2CzN(n) ) embeddings in column 2N - 2 before 
applying aLzN+‘) to get new embeddings in column 2N. In this case, though, the 
process of computing embeddings in column 2N - 2 from embeddings in column 
2N - 1 requires going back to columns 2N - 3 and 2N - 4, and so on; in fact, 
one must do computations all the way down to column 1 in order to produce the 
new embeddings for column 2N. 
One can think of the entire construction of Fig. 1 as being a set of recursive 
equations for the embeddings a!“‘): 
a0 (1’ = ,q; @I 
(2N+3)= * . 
N? 
if C,(n) G i -=z CN(n + l), then 
ajN) = &J”‘$$+), 
where 
i = i - C,(n), 
{ 
N if N is odd, 
fi= N-l ifN=2, 
N-2 if N>2 is even. 
This is a complicated recursion, where (N) Ui depends on embeddings in both 
earlier and later columns; hence, if one were to take this as the definition of the 
embeddings a, (N) then one would have to check carefully that the recursion , 
terminates after a finite number of steps to give a definition for ujN), and that the 
embeddings fit together in the proper way. This can be done, but it is rather 
messy, because the order in which the pairs (N, i) are processed is complicated. 
Perhaps the simplest description of this order is in computer science terns: the 
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lines in Fig. 1 define a collection of tress, one rooted at each boxed entry, and the 
recursion proceeds through a preorder traversal of the trees. 
One hnal note: We have now shown that the number F(n) of critical points 
below K,, grows very rapidly, but this does not immediately imply that the 
number of critical points between K, and K~+] (which is F(n + 1) -F(n) - 1) is 
large for all n; it is conceivable that F grows in spurts. (The construction in the 
next section makes this seem quite plausible.) This is not the case, however; the 
preceding construction shows that there are at least g(n + 1) -g(n) - 1 critical 
points between <,, and I&+, for n 2 2. In fact, for the case cn = K,,, if we let 
h(n) = C,(C,(. . *(C,,_,(l))* * -)), then applying UP&~ to the F(n) critical points 
below K,, gives F(n) additional critical points below c$(),)+,: we can now apply 
a$$,)+, to the current 2F(n) critical points to get 2F(n) more, and so on. (Here 
we are using the fact that all of the critical points below K, are in the interval 
[K", K,); this is true because, using the formula cr(il(i2)) = i,(cr(&)), one can 
show by an easy induction on k that cr(k) 2 K() for all k E ~4~ and hence for all 
k E S$) This shows that in fact F(n + 1) 2 2h(n+‘)Ph(n)F(n) for n 2 2, so F(n + 
1) - F(n) is much larger than F(n). 
3. Using vectors of ordinals in the main construction 
Theorem 1 and the growth rate estimate F(n) > f$(n - 1) were obtained by 
applying Corollary 8 in the case where c, = K,. If we can find a sequence of 
critical points f,, growing more slowly than K, such that embeddings as described 
in Corollary 8 exist, then we get an improved lower bound on the growth rate of 
F(n). In this section, we will obtain such sequences by another application of the 
same construction. We will again need the functions CN and g from the preceding 
section. 
The goal is to produce critical points ci and embeddings zi such that z; has 
critical sequence beginning ci ++ i;+l H cii+z H YZ,;+~. One can compare this with 
Lemma 3, in which one produces embeddings ai and critical points (Y; such that ai 
has critical sequence beginning c H ai H &ii+, . The main difference here does not 
seem to be the fixed ordinal 5; after all, Lemma 5 differs from Lemma 3 only in 
having two fixed ordinals instead of one, and it is easy to prove a variant which 
has no fixed ordinal at all (in fact, this will look very much like Lemma 2). 
Rather, the main new difficulty is that successive embeddings must share three 
varying ordinals rather than just one. It turns out that one can get around this 
difficulty by considering ordinals in triples rather than individually. 
More generally, we will consider finite sequences (‘vectors’) of ordinals, which 
we will always assume are nonempty and in strictly increasing order. If & and 6 
are two such sequences, & < fi means that the last member of & is less than the 
first member of 6. If & is such a vector of length L, then its members will be 
denoted g(O), g(l), . . . , &(L - 1). 
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Given an embedding b, say that b has a critical vector sequence beginning 
aP&+- . --pm if &, . . . ) /Cl,2 are finite increasing sequences of ordinals of the 
same length, PO< 6, <. . . < &,, the critical point of b is &I(O), and b(&) = fik+, 
for each k<n. (One can think of ‘b(pk) = pk+,’ as an abbreviation for 
%(&(i)) = i%+,(i) f or all i’ if one wants to apply embeddings only to ordinals and 
other embeddings.) Unlike ordinary critical sequences, a critical vector sequence 
is not uniquely defined; the ordinals p,,(i) for i 2 1 can be arbitrary ordinals 
between &(O) and p,(O). In the applications below, these additional ordinals will 
also be critical points. 
Lemma 9. Suppose that one has vectors T < &,, < ~5, < . . . < ~2~ of length 3 and 
embeddings ai E Pi for i < n such that ai has a critical vector sequence beginning 
sC,&(H@+, for each i. Also suppose that there exist three embeddings zo, z,, z, 
which have critical sequences beginning ?(O) ++ 2( 1) H f(2) H &(O), ?(l) - 
Z(2) - G<,(O) - iii,(l), and Z(2) ++ &(O) ++ Ito( 1) I+ g,,(2), respectively. Then there 
exist critical points i; (i < 3(2” + 1)) and embeddings z, (i < 3 + 2”) such that zi has 
critical sequence beginning CiH Ci+l++ &+2~ &+3 for each i, (&,, <, , J&Z) = 7, 
and (L 2’~~ G.Y+I, L.Y+z> = &. 
Proof. Induct on rl; for n = 0, just let zi be as given for i = 0, 1, 2, and let 
<, = f(i), &+, = &(i). G’ lven the result for n, if one has c?, for i c n + 1 and a, for 
i <n + 1 as above, then the induction hypothesis gives <, (i < 3(2” + I)) and z, 
(i < 3 . 2”). Let &. :“+, = a,(<,) for 3 =G i < 3 .2” + 3; this equation holds also for 
i = 0, 1, 2, since a,(?) = it,. Hence, if we let zj .Z2V+r = a,,(z,) for i < 3 - 2”, then the 
embeddings z7 *“+, will have the required critical sequences. Finally, 
(&.P, CS~“+I+~, &.w+~) =a,(&)= &+,. This completes the induction. 0 
We now have reduced the problem of obtaining embeddings z, related as above 
to that of obtaining embeddings a, which map triples of ordinals as above. But it 
is not hard to see that the methods used for Lemmas 3-6 work without change if 
one uses vectors of ordinals (of a fixed finite length) instead of individual 
ordinals. For instance, the ‘vectorized’ version of Lemma 3 is: 
Lemma 10. Suppose that one has vectors ? < T’ < &, < p, <. . . < flIl and 
embeddings b, E Pi for i < n such that 6, has a critical vector sequence beginning 
?’ I+ fii t-, &+, for each i. Also suppose that there is an embedding t such that t has 
a critical uector sequence beginning ?- T’ ++p,,. Then there exists vectors 5; 
(i < 2”) and embeddings a, (i < 2”) such that a, has a critical vector sequence 
beginning ? H It; ++ &+ 1 for each i, G,, = T’, and i&8 = fi,,. 
The proof of this lemma is the same as that of the original Lemma 3. (Here we 
have b,(Z) = ? because all of the ordinals g(i) are below f’(O), which is the 
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critical point of 6,.) It is just as easy to produce vector versions of Lemmas 4-6. 
One can now combine these as before to get the following analogue of Corollary 
8: 
Lemma 11. Suppose one has vectors to< 7, <. . . -=c Zrn of length 3 and 
embeddings tk (0 G k c m - 3) such that t k has a critical vector beginning 
~lC~~rCk+l H ?k+2~ ?k+3. Suppose also that there exist three embeddings zo, z,, z2 
which have critical sequences beginning ?()(O) H ?,)(l) H Z,,(2) H ?1(0), ?o(1) I-+ 
?42) H %,(O) H Z,(l), and 142) ++ 2,(O) H ?,(l) H 1,(2), respectively. Then there 
exist critical points c, (i < 3(g(n) + 1)) an d embeddings z, (i < 3g(n)) such that zi 
has critical sequence beginning & * I;;,, * 5;i+2++ Cic3 for each i, (Co, f,, <,) = 
C, and (!&+), C.7gCm)+~j J&~)+z) = G. 
It follows that, if the hypotheses of Lemma 11 hold, then the number of critical 
points below 5,(O) is at least g(3g(m)). For instance, if we let i?k = 
(KZk> K%+l, KXk+2)? tk =j[3kj .j[3kl .j[xkI, and z, = jti’ for i = 0, 1, 2, then we get 
F(3m) ag(3g(m)), h‘ h . w IC 1s a much better bound than g(3m) for m 2 3. 
The hypotheses of Lemma 11 look very similar to those of Corollary 8; one 
merely has to have suitable embeddings working on triples of ordinals rather than 
ordinals. Hence, in order to meet these hypotheses, we merely have to repeat the 
modifications above, replacing triples of ordinals with triples of triples of ordinals, 
or, equivalent, vectors of length 9. More generally, the proof of Lemma 11 goes 
through without change to produce the following version: 
Lemma 12. Suppose one has vectors ;;O < 7, < - . * < ?,,, of length 3L. and 
embeddings tk (0 s k < m - 3) such that t, has a critical vector sequence beginning 
+ -. 
zk I-+ zk+l - Zk+2H tk+3. Let i$,!’ for i = 0, 1, 2 be the three sequences of length L 
composing i$ (i.e., ?k = ?~““f~l’“?~‘), and suppose that there exist three embed- 
dings zo, z,, z, which have critical vector sequences beginning ?([:“H Z{:‘++ ?I~‘H 
‘WI -111 z. H iFIf- H ?[:,I H $,‘I, and ?I:] H ?[:)I H ?I’ ++ ?12’ respectively 
I$ vectors & (i < 3(g(n) + 1)) and embeddings z; (:: 3g(n)) ’ 
Then there 
such that zi has a 
critical vector sequence beginning &H &+, H $+2~ &+, for each i, &,“<,” 5, = 
6, and ~3fi(m)n~3fi(m)+ln53fi(m)+2 = 2,. 
Actually, we have ~3fi(k)n~3g(k)+,n~3fi(k)+Z = r;k for all k G m. 
By using Lemma 32 repeatedly, we can generate critical points according to 
iterates of the function g. Let g,(n) =g((3g)“(n)); that is, g,,(n) =g(n) and 
g,+,(n)=g,(3g(n)). (One also has ,g,,l(n) =g(3g,(n)).) For any fixed m, a 
suitable starting point for applying Lemma 12 is the sequences ?,, = ( K~,+,+~:O c 
i < 3”‘)) since we can define t, to be j3”‘“(j3’“), where j’ is the composition of 1 j’s. 
The three additional embeddings zi are just j- ““‘m’i(j”“mN), i = 0, 1, 2. Lemma 12 
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now lets us define z, and tn (of length 3+‘) for all n, and we have 
&c,,(O) = %,(O) = KY*,. Furthermore, we have En = ( K~,+I,+~: 0 G i < 3”-I) for 
nC5 (for nG8, actually, but this is irrelevant), so we can define three 
embeddings zl= j”“‘~“(j”‘“~‘), i = 0  1, 2, and again we are in a position to apply 
Lemma 12. Continuing this through a total of m - 1 applications of Lemma 12 
leaves us with ordinal sequences of length 3, and we are now in a position to 
apply Lemma 11 and then Corollary 8. We therefore get the following result: for 
all m and n, F(3”n) 3 g,(n). 
In particular, we have P(3”) egg for all m. Now, a direct computation 
shows that gi(l)=4>3=&,+,(0). This, together with the equation g,,,+,(n) = 
g(3g,,,(n)) and the inequality g(n) > F,(n - 1) for II > 4 from the preceding 
section, yields an easy inductive proof that gm( 1) > I$,+ ,(m - 1) for all m 2 1. So 
F(3”) > &+,(m - 1). If we apply this in the case where m = [log3(n)], we get the 
result stated in the introduction: F(n) > &,+,( [log3(n)] - 1) for all n 3 3. 
4. Irregular constructions 
The preceding sections have shown that F(n), the number of critical points 
below K,,, is very large when n is large. Now we will turn to the specific value 
F(4). (This is the first value of F that could be large; we will note in the next 
section that F(3) = 4.) The lower bound for F(4) given by Section 2 is g(4) = 256, 
and Section 3 does not improve this value. Here we will show, by use of some ad 
hoc modifications of the main construction, that F(4) is quite large. 
The numerical functions involved will be somewhat different from those used in 
Section 2; the new functions will be called c’N rather than CN. Also, the resulting 
critical points and embeddings will be referred to as $“’ and GjN) rather than 
aiN’ and ajN) as at the end of Section 2. 
The first four stages of the construction, Lemmas 2-5 (or the first four columns 
of Fig. l), will remain unchanged: c,v is the same as C,,, for N d 3. Since this is a 
specific construction, we will go ahead and use the specific values K(), K~, K~, K? 
rather than the general fo, c,, c2, c3. In other words, we will use Lemma 5 with 
c = Kg, 1;’ = K,, <” = X2, and Z = j. 
As a first example, suppose that we have an embedding with critical point K~ 
which sends K* and ~~ and K~ to some critical point p. Then we can apply Lemma 
5 with n = 1, followed by Lemmas 4, 3, and 2, to produce 22”2(2’) = 256 critical 
points below p. Hence, if ~1 is less than K~, then F(4) > 256. 
We will see in the next section that such an embedding exists, with p < K~; in 
fact, jc,2) will work, where j,,,, is as defined in Section 1. For the rest of this 
section, we will continue to construct many critical points below K~, assuming that 
we can get certain specific embeddings; the proofs that such embeddings exist will 
be given in the next section. 
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For the next step, we will construct additional stages (columns) by a method 
different from that used in Section 2. First, we give the recursive definitions of the 
relevant functions c4 and es: 
QO) = 0, Ql) = 8, 
C,(m + 1) = C,(m) + C’(C;,(Cz(C~(m)))) - 1 for m > 0; 
G(O) = 0, G(1) = 2, 
Cs(m + 1) = C’,(m) + C3(~,(~s(m))) for m > 0. 
At this point, it will be useful to introduce an abbreviation: for N < M, let 
&.M)(fi) = C@,+‘(* . *(&-I(+ . *)). 
So the recursive formula for c.4 can be written as c4(m + 1) = e,(m) + 
c,,,4j(G(m)) - 1. (0 ne could further abbreviate this to e,(m) + c,,,s,(m) - 1, 
but it seems preferable to keep the function being defined explicit.) And now the 
corresponding lemmas: 
Lemma 13. Suppose that one has critical points &{T’ < &{“’ < . . . < tic), where 
n > 0, and embeddings 5:‘) for i < n such that al”) has critical sequence beginning 
K(,* K~ H ii$" H &i_:', for each i. Also suppose that @)(K,) = K~. Then there exist 
critical points &j4’ (i c c4(n)) and embeddings a$“) (i < c4(n)) such that 6i4) has 
critical sequence beginning ~~ - $"' - &!j$), for each i, a!{:’ = K~, SC\"' = CT?{;), and 
-c4) - -(S) a+&) - a, . 
Proof. Induct on n > 1. For n = 1, first let 6::) = G{;)(j), &{f) = K~, and it!“) = &{;‘I. 
Now apply Lemma 5 (with z = j), Lemma 4, and Lemma 3 (with z = j again) to 
get c,( cz( 2’,( 1))) = 8 embeddings 5:‘) and corresponding critical points ik!” 
(i 6 8) such that a, -(‘) has critical sequence beginning K,, H ~5:') H &I:',, and 
ii,&” = iE.g’; since we used z = j in Lemma 3, we will have 66’) = j, c$“’ = K,, and 
$‘I = K*. Now let G(4) = $f’(&!“) and &$), = -c5) I a,, (&$:‘,) for 1 d i < 8; these 
equations also hold for i = 0, and we get &i4’ = @‘, so everything fits together 
and the case n = 1 is done. 
The induction step is similar. Given the result for n, if one has &is’ for i =S n + 1 
and 5;‘) for i <n + 1 as above, then the induction hypothesis gives critical points 
c$:: _‘i am?) and embeddings 6j4) (i < c4(n)) as required, with &{p’ = K~, 
ffl - ffo 7 and &,cp’ C,(n) = &y). We can now apply Lemmas 5, 4, and 3 successively 
to get embeddings Csj” (i < c ,,,,,(e,(n))) and critical points $” (i d ~,,,,,(~‘,(n))) 
such that ~5~‘) has critical sequence beginning K,)- 12:') - &I:', ; also, we will have 
aI 
-Cl) = K2 aid &?’ 
q,,qcQnN 
= &(s) Now let $5’ 
Cd(n)-l+i = 
@y’, ) and &$iCn)+i= 
@(&:‘,) for 1 d i < C,l,4,(4~n)); this fits together suitably lfecause @)(&$‘)) = 
cu; - CX~~(,~), and we also get c@!~~~+,) = &!;‘!,, so the induction is complete. -CT) _ -(4) Cl 
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Lemma 14. Suppose that one has critical points &L6’ < &‘,“’ < . . . < Sf”, where 
n > 0, and embeddings a/@ for i < n such that pi (f~) has critical sequence beginning 
K1 H K* I--+ h@’ H &$“?I for each i. Also suppose that Z{F)(j)(tc,) = K~. Then there 
exist critical’ points &is’ (i < Cs(n)) and embeddings a,(“) (i < Cs(n)) such that 
a!‘) has critical sequence beginning rcO H rc2 H &is’ H &{_:‘l for each i, a{?(~,) = K~, 
Proof. Induct on n. For n = 1, let Z,(i) = G{,“‘(j), &(15) = G{:‘(#)(j)(j)), $;” = $‘, 
&$“) = L$,~)(K~), and &is) = $“). [Th is is just a shorter way of stating the following: 
Let @ = -(6) . a, (j), &{T’ = &{f’, and 51”’ = ii{;)( Apply Lemma 13 with II = 1, 
and then apply Lemma 5 with n = 1 (not n = S), to get embeddings 5:“) (i < 2) 
and critical points &i(3) (i ~2) such that (3) a’; has critical sequence beginning 
K()H K,++ c%!~)H aI;,, and #‘= K2, Cuf - K3, -U) -U) - 
#$jl’)) ,,d 45' = 46'4 
and iii3) = &$‘j). Now let G(1’) = 
Given the result for n, if one has ikjh) for i G n + 1 and &j6) for i < n + 1 as 
above, then the induction hypothesis gives critical points &is’ (id C,(n)) and 
embeddings Gj”) (i < C5(n)) as required, with c$)(K,) = K~, Ci$'= c$;"', and 
&‘;5’ - &i6’. We can now apply Cc(n) - Lemmas 13 and 5 successively to get embeddings 
G3) (i < Ct3,s,(G(n))) and critical points $” (i G &(Cs(n))) such that 51’) 
has critical sequence beginning K,,++ K, H @)++ ii!!?,; also, we will have 
&(‘;” = K2 and &(“’ 
C,?.M(~JM)) =_ &@I. Now let d!$)+, = fl Gr)($‘) and &~~~n)+i+, = 
G(@(@,) for 0 
0;6) -'-(Is, 
G i < C,,,,,(C,(n)); this fits together suitably because Gk6)(&[T)) = 
n - CX~,(~), and we also get &~~~n+,) = &$‘i,, so the induction is complete. 0 
The modified construction to this point is shown in Fig. 2. (For now, ignore the 
references to &“.) The main difference between this and the original construc- 
tion is that here we extend column 4 by applying embeddings in column 5 to those 
in column 1 instead of column 2, and we extend column 5 by applying 
embeddings in column 6 to those in column 3 instead of column 5. 
We now assume the existence of an embedding k such that k has critical 
sequence beginning K, H K~ H ,u * Y for some p and Y, satisfying the additional 
condition k(j)(K,) = K~. (W e will see in the next section that k = jclo) works.) 
Then we can let 6 If) = k , &i,“) = p, and &p) = Y, and apply Lemmas 14, 13,5, 4, 3, 
and 2 successively to fill in all of Fig. 2 except the part below the dashed line; this 
generates a total of C 1,1.6)(1) critical points below v. 
Since we have C.2 = C2, we can use the estimate &(m + 4) 2 F,(m) + 3. This 
leads to the computations C,(l) = 8, C;13.5)(1) = 256, C,2,s)(1) Z= fi(252) + 3, 
<t1.5)(1) > F,(253), C&2) > F,(253) + 7, &j(2) > M254) + 4, and Cto,h)(l) = 
C,o,s)(2) ’ C,zs,(2) ’ F,(fi(254)), so there are more than &(F,(254)) critical points 
below Y. The value of Y produced in the next section will be less than K~, so we 
will have F(4) > F,(F,(254)) > P”(1). This already shows that F(4) is quite large. 
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To get even larger lower bounds on F(4), we will add more columns to the 
irregular construction. To do this, we assume the existence of two additional 
embeddings k’, k” such that k’ has critical sequence beginning K(, H p I-+ Y H 5_ 
(where p and Y are the same as for the embedding k), k” has critical sequence 
beginning K*H Y, and k”(k)(j)(p) = E. (In the next section, we will verify that 
the embeddings k’ = jclol( j,,,,) and k” = j~9~(j~14~) satisfy these conditions.) 
The new part of the construction is shown in Fig. 3. The boxed entries are the 
given embeddings k’ and k”. The new functions c, indicating how many 
embeddings in column N are obtained from a given number of embeddings in 
column N + 1 are defined as follows: 
C&z) = 2”; 
CT(O) = 0, e,(m + 1) = @z) + I,,&,) - 8; 
C*(m) = 2”; 
Cg(O) = 0, ~AI) = ~,,.,,(~,,,,,(l) - 8) - 8, 
C9(m + 1) = G(m) + C,,,,,(C,(m)) - C,L,hj(l) for m > 0; 
G,(O) = 0, Go(m + 1) = Mm) + ~,,.,,,,(G,,(~)). 
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Fig. 3. The embedding ci(m”) for 7 c n G 12, 0 s m c 5. 
Instead of giving six more lemmas for the construction of columns 6-11, we will 
just give a description of how column number N is constructed from column 
N + 1 for N = 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. From this, it is straightforward to state cor- 
responding lemmas, and the proofs will be similar to those of preceding lemmas. 
Column 6 is constructed from column 7 using Lemma 5; no new results are 
needed. 
If one has already used n embeddings in column 8 to produce C,(n) 
embeddings in column 7 ending up with &$, = it?‘, then one can apply the 
preceding results to get cl, ,,)( c,(a)) embeddings in in column 1, and one will 
have &6’) = p and &$,:,,,(C,(n)) = n . it(‘) Now apply &F’ to all but the first 8 of these 
embeddings in column 1 to get C ll,,)(c,(n)) - 8 new embeddings for column 7, 
for a total of CT(n + 1) embeddings ending up with &~~~n+,) = &pil. 
Column 8 is constructed from column 9 using Lemma 5. 
To build column 10 from column 9 requires an extra assumption not visible in 
Fig. 3: &$~O)(~) = 5. Given this, one can proceed as follows. First, use the given 
embedding k in column 6 to produce c ~,,~)(l) embeddings in column 1, with 
@‘I = p and &g,J,O,(,, = Y. Apply a,, -(“‘) to all but the first 8 of these in order to get 
the first cll,h)(l) - 8 embeddings in column 9, with &ST = 5 and iy~,~,~,(,)_, = &{;l”). 
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These can be used to produce c ,,,,,(c,,,,,(l) - 8) embeddings in column 1, 
including the ones produced before; apply Gj,“‘) to all but the first 8 of these in 
order to get the first cg(l) embeddings in column 9 (including the ones produced 
before). Now, given the cg(n) embeddings in column 9 produced from n 
embeddings in column 10 (n 3 l), do the previous columns’ constructions to get 
c,,,9)(c’9(n)) embeddings in column 1, and apply ~5:“) to all but the first c,1.6)(1) 
of these to get new embeddings in column 9. 
Building column 11 from column 10 requires the assumption $;‘)(i)(p) = c. 
The construction is straightforward: given C?,,,(n) embeddings in column 10, 
process the preceding columns to get C,,,,,,,(c,,,(n)) embeddings in column 3, 
and apply c$“) to all of these to get new embeddings for column 10. 
Finally, ii building column 11, one does not have a true column 12 but just a 
single embedding k”. One gets column 11 by applying k” to column 6: 
G!“) = k”(cj6)) and &, (I’) = k”(&~6’) for all i. Since c,,,,,)(n) > n for all n, there is 
nb problem continuing this indefinitely to make column 11 as long as desired. 
This entire construction is summarized in Table 1, which includes: the 
beginning of the critical sequence of unr -@): the initial boxed entry in column 12, if 
any; the value of G$‘, usually used as an initial condition in the construction; the 
number vi such that column y1 is extended by applying embeddings from column 
n + 1 to embeddings from column A; the initial value for cm,, or the initial two 
values if necessary; the recursive formula for cn(, + 1) (which does not apply to 
Table 1 
Data for the construction of ~$7’ 
_ 
11 
- 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
x 
9 
I( 
11 
1; 
_ 
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m = 0 if two values were given in the preceding column); and an estimate for the 
growth rate of en(m). 
Straightforward inductions show that the values given under ‘Growth’ are 
actually lower bounds on en(m). In fact, we have c”(m) = I;;(m - 3) + 3 in the 
columns where en(m) = 2”, and en(m) > fi(m - d) + 4 in the other columns, for 
the listed values of i and d; this trivial improvement makes the inductions easier, 
and also makes it easier to compose the estimates in the following calculations. 
In order to conclude anything about F(4) from this construction, we need to 
know that certain critical points lie below K~. For example, once we know that 
c < K~, we can conclude that F(4) > c10.8j(1); the estimates in Table 1 allow us to 
compute ~lo,x~(l) = ~t,,,7~(~,1,6~(1) - 8) > &,(&(F4(254))). A better result can be 
obtained from the inequality k”(k”(p)) < K~. Since 
k”(P) = k”(k(KJ) = k”(k)(k”(KZ)) = &x”)(Y) = &$‘) = &;,(l$ij, 
we get cl,, i~j(&~j(l)) embeddings in column 6 before reaching the ordinal 
k”(p). Therefore, we get &, io,(2’,,,,,(1)) embeddings in column 11 before 
reaching k”(k”(~)), so 
F(4) ’ &1‘)(~ ,w&‘,x&))) ’ F,(F,(F,(254))). 
Finally, by pushing the computations in the next section a little farther, we will 
show that k”(k”(k)(k”(k)(k(j)(~)))) < K~. Since k(j)(p) = &$“‘, we get &(l) 
embeddings in column 3 before reaching k(j)(p), and this leads to a total of 
&, ,,)(~,6,10)(~,3,5)(1)))) critical points produced below k”(k”(k)(k”(k)(k(j)(~)))). 
This gives a lower bound of F,(&(F,(254))) for F(4). One could pursue the 
inequalities further, but we have clearly reached the point of diminishing returns. 
There is no reason whatsoever to believe that the results in this section are 
even close to optimal; the construction here is merely the most successful from a 
series of ad hoc attempts to modify the original construction to produce critical 
points below K~. It is probable that further modifications of the scheme would 
improve the lower bound on F(4). One idea for modification would be to try to 
produce a true column 12 instead of a single embedding, and it would appear that 
the critical sequence for a member of this column should begin with ZC~H v~ 
cP(‘~)H &c’!i. Unfortunately, this will not work with the present k”, because it m 
turns out that k”(k”(v)) is greater than K~. So apparently more drastic revisions 
would be needed. 
5. Critical point inequalities 
In this section, we will use several basic methods to perform a number of 
computations on critical points. The main goal is to produce embeddings k, k’, 
and k” satisfying the assumptions stated in Section 4, but the accumulated facts 
may be useful for other purposes (e.g., as a place to search for improved 
versions of the construction in Section 4). 
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We will be concentrating on the sequence jcn, defined earlier by j(,) = j and 
j(,,+,, = jCn,(j). When looking at these embeddings and their combinations, it will 
be helpful to omit some of the parentheses in applications, thus writing jj instead 
of j(j). In larger combinations, applications will be associated from the left: 
ele2e3 means (e,e2)e3, which is short for (e,(e2))(e3). So one could write jjjj for 
j(4). 
A great deal about the critical points of these embeddings can be deduced from 
the simple rules cr(e,eJ = e,(cr(e*)) and e,e*(e,(@) = e,(e#)). For example, 
this sufficed in Section 1 to show that jC3,(~,) is strictly between K* and K?. (Since 
this ordinal will arise frequently, it will be useful to have a name for it; let us call 
it K~.~.) Furthermore, all of the critical point manipulations in Sections 2-4 
(except for the assumptions in Section 4 which were explicitly postponed until this 
section) used only these two rules. 
In order to proceed much further with the sequence jC,,,, though, we need to 
use additinal methods. One very useful method is to explicitly use the fact that 
e,e2 is obtained by applying e, to initial segments of e2: e,e2 1 Vclca, = e,(e2 1 V,). 
Hence, if e2 agrees with eJ up to cr (i.e.. e2 1 V, = e; r V,), then e,e2 agrees with 
e,e; up to e,(a). Furthermore, if e, agrees with e; up to some ordinal greater than 
the rank of e2 r V,, then e,e, agrees with e;eJ up to e,(cr). 
Laver [5] has defined a variant form of ‘restriction’ that turns *out to be more 
useful for these compuations than the s$andard definit$n. Let e n r/;, = {(x, y) E 
V, x V13: y E e(x)}. We again have e,e2 fl V e,c,jj = el(ez fl V’). We c,an now dzfine 
the modified version of ‘agreement up to p’: say that e a e’ if e n V, = e’ fl Vfi. 
Then, for any limit ordinal p, 2 turns out to be an equivalence relation that 
respects composition and application. (To prove this, suppose that e, 1 e; and 
e2 2 e;, and let X, y E V$ ; fix an ordinal y greater than the ranks of x and y but less 
than /3. If y E (e, oeJ(x) = e,(e2(x)), then y E e,(z), where z = e2(x) n V,. Since 
e, - e(, we have y E e;(z); since e2 4 el, a we have z = e;(x) ,I V,. Therefort, 
y E (e;oei)(x). For application, if y E e,e,(x), then (x, y) E $,(z), where z = e2 n 
V,. Now e, 2 el gives (x, y) E e;(t), and e2 B e; gives z = e; n V,, so y E e;e;(x).) 
The basic facts we will use about the relation A are: 
(1) a is an equivalence relation; 
(2) if e, 4 e; and e2 g e;, then e,(e2) g e;(e;) and e,oe2 e eloe;; 
(3) if e2 g e;, then e,(eJ “g’e,(ei); 
(4) e Crz)id, where id is the identity function; and 
(5) if e g e’ and either e(a) or e’(a) is less than /?, then e(cu) = e’(a). 
The first two of these were proved above, and the third is a consequence of the 
elementarity of e,; the last two are easy from the definitions. [For (5), we cannot 
have, for example, e(a)<P and e(a) <e’(a), because then the pair (a, e(cu)) 
would be in e’ 6 Vfj but not in e 6 I$<.] 
One application of these restriction methods is the following lemma. 
Lemma 15. Ifcr(e) 2 K2, then ejjj(K,) = e(K2.s). 
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Proof 1. Note that, if e(x) =x, then ee’(x) = ee’(e(x)) = e(e’(x)). Now, since ~~ 
is regular, the map j 1 K~ from K, to ~~ is not cofinal in K~, so the rank of j 1 V,, is 
less than K~. Since ej(K,) = e(j(K,)) = e(zc2) 2 K~, K, and j 1 K] are in the domain 
of ej(j r K,), and we have ei(i r V,,)(KI) = e(i(i 1 K,)(KJ) = 44 > KI. 
Therefore, 
ejjj(K,) = ej(j r K,Ni r K,)(KJ 
= e(i(j 1 V,,)(j 1 V,,)(KJ) = e(iii(KJ) = e(K2.5). 
Proof 2. Since cr(e) > K~, we have e 2 id. This gives ej 2 id(j) = j and hence 
ejjz jj, so 
ej(K2) = ej(j(K1)) = ejj(ej(Kr)) 
2 ejj(rc2) = ejjj(ejj(k(,)) a ejjj(K2) > ejjj(K,). 
We now have ejjj~~' .. 
e]](ej)qp'ej(ej)(ej) = e(jjj). Therefore, 
ejjj(K1) = e(jjj)(Kr) = e(jjj)(e(Kr)) = e(jjj(K,)) = e(K2.5). 0 
From now on, the derivations in this section will be in the form of Proof 2 
(using modified restrictions) rather than that of Proof 1 (using standard 
restrictions). Derivations using standard restrictions are sometimes easier to come 
up with-the above lemma is an example-but derivations using modified 
restrictions give a little more information and are applicable in other contexts 
besides that of elementary embeddings (as in forthcoming work of Jech and 
myself [3]). 
Using this lemma and the basic rules, we can now derive more information 
about the embeddings jcn, for relatively small n, as shown in Table 2. In this table 
and from now on, KY is an abbreviation for jCn)(Ki). 
Table 2 
Selected values of jC,, for 1 c n G 16 
I, (:ritical squence of j,,,, Othm valum n (Xtical seqwnce of j(,,) Other valuer 
I 60 F K, c K2 - K1 H tiiq 9 Izo H K, H PC2 H tc; H >%q 
2 FL, H rig c K-j c tcq 10 ti, c &I H K; e-3 K; ++ >K4 
:j tie - KZ c ti:, r K4 &I - Ki).5 Ilr;(J H&I -r;; HP40 H>K4 ri, H Fc:j 
4 Iz2 ci Q.5 H K:, c fc4 12 KZ - tG3 - x; - PC;’ - >tciq 
5 PC0 - h), H K2.5 k 64 13 FL0 ++ 6, H Iz1 ++ K: ++ >K4 
6 tc1 k SJ.5 H bc; - >Izq 14 /-t, - K3 H K;’ H K; - >K4 
7 PC0 H Kg.5 c ti; H tG!j H >K4 ii, H kc3 15 Izo H 123 c P$” t-9 fq H >Kiq 
3 62.5 H K? c ti; H fG; H >K4 16 rig c ti;” c ti;” c FL;” c >Pq 
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The 0~~' entry for jc6) comes from K: > K:,~ = K~. For the ‘>K~' entry for j(n) 
(7 G at G 16), we need the fact that j+,)(~~) > K~. An easy way to see this is to 
prove by induction that an ordinal fixed by an embedding e which lies above the 
critical point of e must lie above the entire critical sequence of e. Another way is 
to conclude from a theorem of Kunen (in the form given in Solovay-Reinhardt- 
Kanamori [S]) or the results of Laver and Steel mentioned previously that the 
critical sequence of e mut be cofinal in A. (Recall that j: VA+ VA.) 
Since Laver [6] has shown that there are exactly m critical points below cr(jC2,,l)) 
for all m, the fact that K? = c?(jclh)) implies that there are no critical points below 
~~ other than the four we already know about. 
We now have enough information to prove a number of the facts needed for 
Section 4. Let k = j(,,,); then k has critical sequence beginning K, H ~2 H p H Y, 
where p = K; and Y = K:. Also, k(j)(K,) = jCll)(K,) = K~. Next, let k’ = jC,,,)(jC,,)); 
k’ has critical sequence beginning j&r+) HjooI(Kz) ~jclo,(K$ Hj&K:O), 
which is K,,++ p * Y+-+ c, where E = j,,,,,(K$. Finally, if we let k” = jC9)(jC14J, 
then the critical sequence of k” will begin with j&KI)++jc9)(K3), which is K~H Y. 
All that remains is to show that k”(k)(j)(p) = 5 and that the relevant critical 
points lie below K~. 
The main problem we will have to solve is that of comparing various critical 
points. Certain such comparisons can be determined directly from Table 2; for 
example, K: < ~2 because K: = Kz.S. A thorough examination of Table 2 gives the 
following list of critical points of the forms K; and KY: 
Kc,< KI < K2< K2.s <K3<K~s<~:5<~~s<~:4<~:~s 
< Ki3 < K& <K;<K;<K;<K4<K;. 
However, the ordinals K:.~ for II = 9, 10, 11 and KI; for n = 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 cannot 
yet be placed in this list; we only have the partial information that ~3 <K& < 
K;'<K:", Kz<KA(:< K:('<K:, Kz<Kz,g<Kz, K;<K:<K;, and K$< K:. The 
critical points K& for IZ = 1, 2, 3, 12 are not mentioned here because, as we will 
see soon, they already occur in the above list. We will return later to the problem 
of sorting the remaining critical points into the correct order. 
One useful method for critical point computations is to approximate (in the 
sense of g) complicated expressions such as jcn, for relatively large n by simpler 
expressions. In order to do this, some basic computations are useful. 
First, from Laver [5], for. any embeddings e and e,, . . . , el, we have 
ee,e, * . . e,g e(e,ez . . .eJ, 
where 19 is the minimum of ee, e2 . . . e,(cr(e)) for 1 G i < 1. This is proved by 
induction: 
rr,cz...r,_,(cr(e)) 
ee,e, . . . e, = ee,e, . . . e,- 1 (4 
H 
e(ele2. . . e,_,)(ee,) = e(e,e, . . * et). 
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Second, we have e = eoe’. To see this, note that cr(ee’) = e(cr(e’)), so 
e(cr(e’)) 
id = ee’. so 
e(cr(e’)) 
e=idoe = ee’oe = eoe’. 
A special case of this is ee’ 
ue’(cr(e)) 
= ee’oe = eoe’. This is a version of the fact given 
earlier, that e(x) = x implies 
eel(x) = ee’(e(n)) = e(e’(x)). 
Using these facts, we can see that jC3) is approximated by joj, because 
K2 5 
j(3) = hoj =io.i. But a glance at Table 2 indicates that joj should approximate 
joI) better than it approximates jC3), since joI) = (joi) = ~3 # jc3)(K,). To 
see that this is indeed the case, note that 
jcl I) = jc8)jjj = j&iii) =j(s)j(3)Y 
since both jC8jj(K2.5) and jC8jjj(K2.s) are greater than KS. Similarly, we get 
K: 
j(8) = j(4)j(4) =j(3)j(2), 
K: 
so j(ll) = j(3)jc2)j(3). 
Now note that 
j(3)j(2)j(3)(K2.S) >j(3)jC2)jC3dK2) =j[3)jc2)(jc3)(K2))=jc3)(K3) = K4 > K;, 
so 
K: K: 
j(ll) =j(3)j(2)jc3) = j(3)jc2)ojc3) =jQ)Ojc2) =jc2)oj =joj. 
Since joI) = K:, we get as a consequence that jo,) 1 V,, = (joj) 1 V,,. 
Similarly, one can approximate jC12) by jjCz), since 
Continuing, we get the following: 
Icy 4 
j04) =h2)jj = h2)(jj) = jj(2j(jj) = jjc3,, 
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These approximations allow us to evaluate certain critical points in terms of 
others. First, since jC,4,(~2) < K:~, we have 
44 = jj&~J = jj&j(K,)) = j(j&K,)) = &. 
Similarly, ~:5 < K:~ implies 
Ki5 =jc2,j&K2) =j~2jj~3j(j~2j(KI)) = &. 
Since K” < rc14 1 2 , we have 
4’ =jo2)(jjj)(K,) =jc,2,j&jc,2,(K,)) = KC. 
But we can go further here; since j (12) = ii(2) =j~2jj~~) =jc3)jc3), we get 
K& =j(3)&3)(K2.5) =j(3)j(3)(j(3)(K1)) = d.5. 
SO the critical points Kz.s for II = 1, 2, 3, 12 are already in our list and do not need 
to be added. 
EC:3 14 
We can now get the approximations jC,3, = jo jCz) and jc,4) 2 jc2) 0 jc2) as follows: 
icdcr(iid) 4 
j(12) = i( 13) o&2) = ii(2)i ojjc2) = jjc2) 0 j = j 0 jc2), 
K:” j(K2 0 
jc14) = ii(3) = i(j 0.i) = j(2) oj(2). 
The latter implies that jClsI = j 0 j 0 j 0 j, since 
This is not as good an approximation for jCls, as jC2,jC3,, but it will suffice for the 
following. 
We are now ready to show that k”(k)(j)(p) = E. Since k” = jc9) jc,4) and 
k = j(,,,) = jc9,j, we have k”k = jc9) jcls). We also have 
since 
j&j&K,)) =j69j&j&K,)) =j~y)j(,5)(K2) 
=j(9,j&j(K,)) =j,Y,j(,,,j(jcY,jc,5)(K,)) 
=j(s)i(15)i(ics,ic15,(i(Y)(Ko))) =idcl5d4 >i~y~i~Is~i(~)l 
we get 
j69j(,5)j(P) = j&j~j~j)j(~) = (j~,O)oj~,O)oj~,o~)j(~) 
= j~~~(j~,,,,(j~,,J)(j~,~,(j~,~,,(K,))) = joO,(joO,(Kj)) = E. 
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It remains to show that a certain critical point lies below ~4. In order to do so, 
we will study a more general question: Given an embedding e and a critical point 
y, what is the least LY such that e(a) 2 y? (This will be solved here only in a few 
special cases; in general it seems quite difficult.) This ordinal LY is often not a 
critical point, so we will start by studying some additional ordinals which are 
definable from the embeddings in ~j. 
For any embedding e and ordinal my, let e(<(Y) be the strict supremum of e(P) 
for /I < a (i.e., the least ordinal greater than all such e(P)). We clearly have 
e(<a) s e(Ly). If p is the cofinality of LY, then e(p) > p implies e(<a) < e(Ly), 
because the cofinality of e(<a) is p while that of e(n) is e(p). (Conversely, if 
e(p) = p, then e(<e) = e(cu). To see this, let g : p ---f (Y be increasing and cofinal in 
cu; then e(g) must be increasing and cofinal in e(m). But the domain of e(g) is 
e(p) = p, and e(g)(e(6)) = e(g(6)) for 6 <p, so the ordinals e(P) for /3 < a are 
cofinal in e(a).) 
As usual, elementarity implies that application distributes over this new 
operation: e’(e(<a)) = e’e(<e’(a)). Also, for any e’, e, and a, the ordinals e(P) 
for p < a are cofinal in e(<a), so the ordinals e’(e(/Q) for p < LY are cofinal in 
e’(<e(<rx)); this gives the formula e’(<e(<a)) = (e’oe)(<a). Another useful 
fact is that e’e’e’ implies e(P) = e’(P) for 6 < a, and hence e(<&) = e’(<a). 
Two of these ordinals arise frequently enough that it is useful to have short 
names for them: let 0, =j(<~]) and a, =j(<rc*). Then we can see from the 
above that o, is strictly between K~ and K~, while u2 is strictly between ~2 and K~. 
To see where u2 lies relative to K 2.s, use the following computation: 
u2 =j(--2) >j(u,) =jc2,(-2)>j~2+',) =j&-2)>jc3)(K1) = K2.s. 
On the other hand, the fact that jc3) = joj yields 
j(<d = (ioi)(<Kd =j&<Kd <jdKJ = K2.5. 
So ~~~~ lies within a gap in the range of j, and o, is the least ordinal that j sends 
above K~.~. 
The inequality (j oj)(<K,) < ~~~~ will be very useful later, because we can apply 
an arbitrary embedding e to it to get (ejoej)(<e(K,)) < e(KZ.s). In other words, 
(t) if P < e(K,), then ej(ej(P)) < e(KZ.4. 
We can now try to determine the ordinals at which various embeddings first 
jump beyond ~4. Let us first consider jc6); the ordinal here turns out to be jcs,(a,). 
To see this, compute as follows: 
jc6Jj&a,)) =j&j(aJ) >j&K2.5) = K4, 
jd<jduJ) =jdj( <a,)) <j&2.s) = K4- 
In particular, since j&u,) =jc61(<K2.5)> K& we get K: <jc6,(&) < K~. 
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[One could give a proof of jChI(~$) < ~4 without using ordinals other than 
K2 5 
critical points, as follows: we have jC3) = j 0 j, so jCs) jC3) 2 jCs)(j 0 j), so 
K4 =j&.3j(~d) =.i&j(d 
In fact, Jech and I have shown [3] that, in theory, any argument involving the 
ordinals e(<a) and the methods used here can be translated into an argument 
referring to critical points. However, such arguments tend to involve long, 
roundabout, and opaque computations.] 
The embedding jCs) is a more difficult case. The least ordinal sent above rc4 by 
jC9) is j&02). To see that jC9,(jC8,(u2)) > K~, note that 
j(oz) = j&<K3) >j&02) = j&<K3) >j&o2) = &4j(<K3) 
>ic4j(e) =jd<d >idi(<aJ) =jd<jd~d) > Kg) fG 
SO &&8,(e)) =jdi(d) >&j(d) > K4. For the other side, first use the fact 
K: 
that jflof = j&j& (since KS., > K; = K:) to see that 
joo)(oI) =j&jj)(or) =j&j&ur)) 
(since u, < fc2 and K:' = K;). From this, we get 
j&<j&o2)) = j&j( +J*)) = j&(j oj)(<Kz)) 
= j&jor,(<K2)) = j&jcIo~(oI)) = jcR,(jc8,(jc2,(o,))). 
Since j&u,) < K~ = j&K,), we can now apply (t) to get 
j&jc8,(j&ol))) <j~V(KZ.S) = & < K4. 
By methods similar to the above (with each II handled separately), it can be 
shown that: for 7sn < 13, the least LY such that j(,,,(a) > ~~ is jCn_,)(u2); for 
n = 14 or n = 15, the least such (Y is jCn_,,(j(u,)). 
We now have the needed tools to complete the ordering of the critical points KY 
for i G 3 and n c 16. The main tool needed here is the formula j(<u,) < ~2.~; as 
with (I), we can apply any embedding e to this to get ej(<e(u,)) < e(K2.s). For 
instance, take e = jCs) to get jclo,(<jc9,(u,)) < K;,~; from this and the calculation 
j&o,) =j&<G) >joo)(oI) =jClI)(-*) 
>j(l r)(o,) =j(12) (<K3)>K:'= K3, 
we get K:“< &. The same argument shows that ~4' <K::\; it also shows that 
K; < &s = K;, once we verify that jC6)(o,) > ~3. To see this, note that 
ic4)jj 2 jc4)( ii) and d > & > j,,,( u,), so 
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It remains to compare K; with K& we can show that K:< K: as follows. Apply 
j(,) to the formula j(<u,) < K~.~ to get jcx,(<j&at)) < & = K26. Since j&K3) = 
jdj&K2.s)) =jdj(K2.s)), 11 a we need to show is that j(K& < j&a,). This is 
proved by the following computation, part of which was already done in the 
preceding paragraph: 
j&a,) =j&<K3) >j&o2) =jd<K2> >jdaJ 
>j~,2)(<K3)>j~,2)(~22) =j&-~)'&'K:4 = K:.s. 
This completes the comparison of these critical points ~1; the part of the list from 
K: on is 
We are finally ready to prove the last assumption in Section 4, 
We have k” = jc9) jc,4J, k”(k) = jCs) jCls), and k(j) = j(,,,. This gives 
k(j)(p) = jCl i)(j~iO)(K2)) = jci,,,(j(K,)) = K?‘. 
We saw above that K:"<K~.~. Since jc14)(K1)= K~>K~.~, (t) implies that 
jos)(jo5)(K2.s)) <~&K~.s); we can apply j(g) to this to get 
j(s,j(15)(j~9~j~,5)(K~.5)) <j&&45). 
In the same way, since j&Ki) > ~2.5, (t) yields jc14)(j(14)(K2.J) <jc13)(K2.s) and 
hence jC9) jC,4)(jC9,(&)) <j&K&). We saw in the preceding paragraph that 
jd~2)' f& so the analysis of jC9, done earlier implies that jCg)(KFs) < K~. 
Putting all of this together, we get 
as desired. 
The comparison between critical points in this section are rather haphazard; it 
would be nice to have a definite algorithm for deciding which of two given critical 
points is smaller. Such an algorithm is known [6], but it proceeds through all 
smaller critical points, and hence is useless if one wants to know whether, say, 
jo~)(j&~?)) lies below &. A definite question one can ask is whether there is 
a primitive recursive algorithm for comparing the critical points of two embed- 
dings (given as expressions in j). 
The ordinals e(<cu) also yield some interesting questions. For instance, the 
fact that there are only finitely many modified restrictions of members of q to a 
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given critical point [6] means that there can only be finitely many such ordinals 
between two successive critical points; in fact, there are at most n2" of them 
below critical point number n if the critical points are numbered in increasing 
order starting with n = 0. But this bound is not sharp; it turns out that there are 
no such ordinals between K(~ and K,, one (a,) between K, and K~, one (j&<~,)) 
between ~~ and K~.~, and five (j&Q,), ics,(a~), ic2,(4, i(q), and 02) between 
~~~~ and K~. One can ask for improved bounds on the number of these ordinals. 
A more interesting question is whether the place at which an embedding e 
skips over a critical point /?J (i.e., the least LY such that e(a) 2 /!I) must be of the 
form e’(<Y) for some embedding e’ and critical point Y. The converse turns out 
to be true: if e is embedding with critical point y. then e’(<y) is the least cx such 
that e(a) 2 ee’(Y). 
6. Conclusion 
It seems likely that the results in this paper are not optimal. However, pushing 
the lower bound on the growth rate of the number F(n) of critical points below 
K, to a function beyond F;, + , will probably require a new idea, just as it took an 
additional idea to get from l$ to &,,+, . One might hope that the growth rate can be 
shown to be so great that the function F cannot be proven to be well-defined 
within Peano arithmetic, or perhaps even a stronger theory. In fact, one might 
hope to obtain the consistency of large cardinals from the assumption that F(n) is 
finite for all n, but this would seem to be a great deal to ask for. 
The assumptions on which the construction in Section 4 was based appear to be 
highly coincidental, but this coincidence merely allowed us to get a couple of 
levels higher in the F, hierarchy than we would have without it. Further 
experimentation with these ordinals would quite possibly reveal more such 
relations, allowing for an improved construction giving even more critical 
points below K~. 
The best that one could hope for in this direction would be a version of Fig. 1 
in which every critical point from the algebra pj would be produced by applying 
Lemma 2 to column 1. As a starting point, Laver [6] has shown that the ordinals 
ym = cr(jC2,,,J are in fact all of the critical points from ~j, and that jCzl,l,(ym) = 
Y mtl. Results I have obtained recently (many of which were obtained independ- 
ently by Drapal [9, lo] show that the embeddings jc2zm_,) have the desired form for 
column 1 in Fig. 1: jC22~--,~ has critical sequence beginning Y,, ++ y2’” H M,~+I for 
all m. There is also a natural candidate for column 2: jC222?2) has critical 
sequence beginning y, ++ y2zm- y2z’n+l. These calculations also show that the first 256 
critical points from 9 are those produced in Section 2 below K~, and that the next 
critical point beyond these is the ordinal ,U = j&K2) used in Sections 4 and 5. This 
leads to some hope that the ultimate construction is indeed possible. In order to 
produce a growth rate beyond &, though, this construction would probably 
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require an additional recursive level to produce the starting entries in whichever 
columns would need them, so one can expect it to be very complex. 
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